
 

CASE STUDY – SD-WAN 

 
AMERICAN WOOD FIBERS 

 

Founded in 1966 and headquartered in Columbia, Maryland, with ten manufacturing sites across the 

U.S., American Wood Fibers is recognized as the leader of specialty forestry products.  AWF has 

expanded in the past 50 years to offer a broad array of industrial, commercial, consumer, and 

agricultural items. Such items include but are not limited to, large and 

small animal bedding, industrial wood flour, premium wood pellet 

products, firewood, soil and compost, specialty commercial, industrial 

and agricultural products, and transportations services.   

AWF is the world’s largest producer of wood shavings and being a 

family owned and team driven business gives them the unique ability 

to also have a commitment to quality and the environment.  AWF is 

the North American leader in wood flour and natural fibers and was the 

first supplier of small animal bedding, proving they cultivate a culture 

of product innovation.  

With business booming, American Wood Fibers needed to find a more reliable way to stay connected 

while increasing bandwidth and ensuring that AWF had a 

stable platform for a converged voice and data network.  

Entelegent Solutions offered a fully managed Network as a 

Service solution (managed Cisco Meraki gear) with 

EnTelegent doing design, configuration, installation and 

management – including updates, reconfigurations, etc. 

Paired with AWF sourced fiber solutions, the new network 

offers best in class performance and capability. 

 AWF’s Network as a Service is a turn-key solution that includes on-site techs for installation, highly 

available engineering support from experienced NOC employees and a low monthly cost through an 
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EnTelegent provided leasing arrangement.  The additional Internet bandwidth supports AWF business 

initiatives. In Phase II of the project AWF will begin attaching managed Cisco Meraki access points in 

selected plant locations to deliver seamless connectivity inside the plant to owned IP enabled 

machinery and to applications and CPE managed by third parties (which can be segmented and secured 

with their own VLANs). EnTelegent provided field techs to perform site surveys of the selected sites, 

design the AP configuration and provide costs for the additional projects. A third phase is projected to 

include attached security cameras. The Cisco Meraki’s modular platform easily supports routing, 

firewall/security needs, access points, security, MDM functionality and more which is highly attractive 

to AWF. 

“Having a platform that cost effectively served multiple business functions within the AWF 

network cost effectively was highly attractive as was having the peace of mind knowing that we 

have a fully managed Cisco platform for all our business-critical functions.  We’re happy.”   
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